Policy, Training & Accreditation
Easy-to-use software for forward-thinking fire departments.

Policy Management
Bring consistency and accountability to your department by simplifying the way you manage, distribute, and track critical information.
With PowerDMS, you can put everything into a single, secure system that makes it easy for everyone to stay up to date and ready for action.

"If your department is forward-thinking and looking for ways to improve, having one secure place that everyone goes to for critical content is
essential. Good document management is a two-way street. You not only need to disseminate content effectively but also get acknowledgement
back that your staff has seen it."

Russell Peterson
DIVISION CHIEF OF TRAINING
BRENTWOOD (TN) FIRE DEPARTMENT

Benefits:

`` Drive real accountability by making sure every person reads and understands each policy and SOP/SOG.
`` Reduce liability by tracking signatures on crucial documents – never let anything fall through the cracks.
`` Increase efficiency by simplifying internal processes and communication.
`` Become mobile-ready by putting site plans, dosage charts, and pre-plans right at firefighters’ fingertips.
Features:

`` Turnkey Document Tracking System: Keep track of every document in your system, from creation to distribution and review. Never
worry if something is out-of-date or inconsistent across multiple units – our software does the heavy lifting.

`` Easy-to-Use Software: Once your team sees how easy it is to use, they’ll see just how valuable it is to your operation. Save time by quickly
searching for, finding, and knowing exactly what is assigned to them.

`` Streamlined Collaboration and Approvals: Easily work together on document updates, regardless of shift or location. Make comments,
compare changes, and send out for approval, all from one system.

`` Secure: Our software is safe and secured to the highest compliance standards – so you know only those who are supposed to see your
content will.
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Training Management
Simplify your training management by keeping all your records in our turnkey training-tracking system. Stop spending time trying to
track down documents or training records in homegrown solutions or hard-to-use software – track all your crucial content from one secure,
integrate solution.

"PowerDMS has provided solutions to known inefficiencies and has allowed for process improvements in areas we had long been stagnant. After
all department personnel became familiar with PowerDMS, they began discovering uses beyond what we had originally envisioned. Even the most
'anti-change' personnel have been won over by the features that allow for accountability among all ranks."

Rebecca Desch
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
CITY OF BRADENTON FIRE DEPARTMENT

Benefits:

`` Quickly share the latest information on risks, tactics, and procedures to keep firefighters safe and ready to respond.
`` Keep track of training hours and certifications for operational excellence.
`` Conduct your own in-house training online from a single, integrated system that connects policies, training, and standards.
`` Run a single report to show compliance with local, state, and national regulations.
Features:

`` Total Training Management: Easily see how many training hours each firefighter has completed, determine when certifications expire,
and assign new training courses.

`` Host Online Training: Avoid the hassle of scheduling in-person training. Deliver training remotely regardless of shift, location, or
department.

`` Robust Training Reports: Quickly and easily see who has completed every training, course, or survey. This ensures all employees are
up-to-date with their training and helps you stay in compliance.

`` Proactive Reminders: Make it easy on your employees to know what training is required and what has been assigned to them through
proactive alerts.

Learn more about how PowerDMS drives excellence and accountability in your department by visiting
powerdms.com/demo or email us at sales@powerdms.com.
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